Team Meeting -- Week # 3
Date: 01/22/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

Agenda

PROTOCOL- Meeting only by Agenda
1) Welcome the team
2) Roll Call- (3 out of 5 Officers)
3) (5 out of 10 EC )
   Check for Quorum

ROLL CALL Names
Pavitra
Padma
Shan
Mohan
Krithika
Jai
Swamy
Poongodi
Ram
Vinodh
Mahendran
Shankar
Rajkumar
Prabhu
Arun
Vinodh

4) BOD updates
5) Jay’s update to the team
6) Charity Team - Kick off meeting
   ➔ Vinoth Meeting went well, Planning took place Weekend will create Google calendar and MOM
7) Membership Drive update - Jay Anna
8) Membership Via school - Ram Anna
   → Benefits of joining GATS - as a member --banner
   → Subject should be specific with Email Communication
9) Pongal Event Update - Ram
   → Culturals - Kirtika
     28 Programs so far
   → Food Registration Link - after Menu and rate are finalized the link will open - $10
     Adult $8 Kids Vegetarian unlimited
   → Kolam / Spelling Bee / Sarkarai Pongal Potti Registration Link - by Friday the link
     will be shared for testing Coordinator Padu
   → Non Member Link - to be done
   → Hospitality team - to be arranged
   → Backstage/ Entrance Decor - Pavitra, Ram & Arun
   → Pattimandram Topic - Mohan Anna
     Local candates
     Vazhkai Poonthothama Porattama - Topic
   → Booth - Sankar Anna - 9 confirmed so far
10) Sponsor - Team approval --- How to Split or account for GATS & FETNA $1M Budget
   → OPTION 1- New sponsors giving to FETNA
   → OPTION 2- Existing Sponsors giving to GATS
     Ram
     Ramprasad 750 members - 37500$ example (without sponsorship it will be hard)
   → OPTION 3- Sponsors itself suggesting the split
   → OPTION 4 - Share equal
     Sankar
   → OPTION 5 - Last year expenses for GATS can be kept aside and rest for FETNA
     Shawn
     Mohan
     Pavitra
     Padma
     Kirthika
     Poongodi
     Prabhu
   → OPTION 6 - Operation expenses 50K anything more can go to FETNA --profit
     from FETNA will go to GATS endowment fund
     Vinoth
   → Option 7 - Members First
     Mahendran
11) Media Committee - Pavitra
   → Friday or Saturday
12) Sankar new logo - New sponsor - Bottoms Up
   → Teams view - Did not approve
13) January 31st - Team Dinner